We have to watch and listen

to everything that people
are doing so that we can
catch terrorists, drug dealers,
pedophiles, and organized
criminals. Some of this data
is sent unencrypted through
the Internet, or sent encrypted
to a company that passes the
data along to us, but we learn
much more when we have
comprehensive direct access
to hundreds of millions of disks
and screens and microphones
and cameras.

This talk explains how we’ve
successfully manipulated the
world’s software ecosystem to
ensure our continuing access to
this wealth of data. This talk
will not cover our efforts against
encryption, and will not cover our
hardware back doors.
Making sure
software stays insecure
Daniel J. Bernstein
University of Illinois at Chicago &
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven
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Other software: irrelevant.
Millions of lines of code
that we don’t have to check.
Do we need an audit log? No.
Keep computers separate? No.
Limit software Eve can run? No.

File sharing
So far have described
complete user isolation.
But users want to share
many of their files:
consider the Web, email, etc.
I want to be able
to mark a file I own
as readable to just me;
or also readable to Frank;
or to Eve+Frank;
or to a bigger group;
or to the general public.
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But users want to share
many of their files:
consider the Web, email, etc.
I want to be able
to mark a file I own
as readable to just me;
or also readable to Frank;
or to Eve+Frank;
or to a bigger group;
or to the general public.

Say Frank creates a file,
makes it readable to me.
I save a copy.
Later I look at the copy.

Remember integrity policy #
Whenever the computer
shows me a file,
it also tells me
the source of the file.
) Computer has to tell me
that Frank was the source.
I own the copy
but Frank is the source.

File sharing
So far have described
complete user isolation.
But users want to share
many of their files:
consider the Web, email, etc.
I want to be able
to mark a file I own
as readable to just me;
or also readable to Frank;
or to Eve+Frank;
or to a bigger group;
or to the general public.

Say Frank creates a file,
makes it readable to me.
I save a copy.
Later I look at the copy.
Remember integrity policy #1:
Whenever the computer
shows me a file,
it also tells me
the source of the file.
) Computer has to tell me
that Frank was the source.
I own the copy
but Frank is the source.
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Say Frank creates a file,
makes it readable to me.
I save a copy.
Later I look at the copy.
Remember integrity policy #1:
Whenever the computer
shows me a file,
it also tells me
the source of the file.
) Computer has to tell me
that Frank was the source.
I own the copy
but Frank is the source.

Obvious implementation:

The OS kernel tracks
source for each file, process.

When my copying process
opens the file from Frank,
the OS kernel marks Frank
as a source for that process.
When process creates file,
the kernel copies source.
Typical OS kernels today
don’t even try to do this.

Say Frank creates a file,
makes it readable to me.
I save a copy.
Later I look at the copy.
Remember integrity policy #1:
Whenever the computer
shows me a file,
it also tells me
the source of the file.
) Computer has to tell me
that Frank was the source.
I own the copy
but Frank is the source.

Obvious implementation:
The OS kernel tracks
source for each file, process.
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opens the file from Frank,
the OS kernel marks Frank
as a source for that process.
When process creates file,
the kernel copies source.
Typical OS kernels today
don’t even try to do this.
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Obvious implementation:
The OS kernel tracks
source for each file, process.
When my copying process
opens the file from Frank,
the OS kernel marks Frank
as a source for that process.
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the kernel copies source.
Typical OS kernels today
don’t even try to do this.
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Obvious implementation:
The OS kernel tracks
source for each file, process.
When my copying process
opens the file from Frank,
the OS kernel marks Frank
as a source for that process.
When process creates file,
the kernel copies source.
Typical OS kernels today
don’t even try to do this.

More complicated example:
Eve and Frank create files,
make them readable to me.
I have a process that
reads the file from Eve,
reads the file from Frank,
creates an output file.

Obvious implementation:
The OS kernel tracks
source for each file, process.
When my copying process
opens the file from Frank,
the OS kernel marks Frank
as a source for that process.
When process creates file,
the kernel copies source.
Typical OS kernels today
don’t even try to do this.

More complicated example:
Eve and Frank create files,
make them readable to me.
I have a process that
reads the file from Eve,
reads the file from Frank,
creates an output file.

Obvious implementation:
The OS kernel tracks
source for each file, process.
When my copying process
opens the file from Frank,
the OS kernel marks Frank
as a source for that process.
When process creates file,
the kernel copies source.
Typical OS kernels today
don’t even try to do this.

More complicated example:
Eve and Frank create files,
make them readable to me.
I have a process that
reads the file from Eve,
reads the file from Frank,
creates an output file.
Integrity policy #1 )
The OS kernel marks
both Frank and Eve
as sources for the process,
then sources for the file.
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More complicated example:
Eve and Frank create files,
make them readable to me.
I have a process that
reads the file from Eve,
reads the file from Frank,
creates an output file.
Integrity policy #1 )
The OS kernel marks
both Frank and Eve
as sources for the process,
then sources for the file.
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More complicated example:
Eve and Frank create files,
make them readable to me.
I have a process that
reads the file from Eve,
reads the file from Frank,
creates an output file.
Integrity policy #1 )
The OS kernel marks
both Frank and Eve
as sources for the process,
then sources for the file.

Web browsing

Frank posts news-20140710
on his web server.
My browser retrieves the file
shows it to me.
Integrity policy #1 )
My computer tells me that
Frank was the source.

A modern browser tries
to enforce this policy.
But browser is a massive TC
very expensive to check,
full of critical bugs.

More complicated example:
Eve and Frank create files,
make them readable to me.
I have a process that
reads the file from Eve,
reads the file from Frank,
creates an output file.
Integrity policy #1 )
The OS kernel marks
both Frank and Eve
as sources for the process,
then sources for the file.

Web browsing
Frank posts news-20140710
on his web server.
My browser retrieves the file,
shows it to me.
Integrity policy #1 )
My computer tells me that
Frank was the source.
A modern browser tries
to enforce this policy.
But browser is a massive TCB,
very expensive to check,
full of critical bugs.
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My browser retrieves the file,
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Integrity policy #1 )
My computer tells me that
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A modern browser tries
to enforce this policy.
But browser is a massive TCB,
very expensive to check,
full of critical bugs.
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Web browsing
Frank posts news-20140710
on his web server.
My browser retrieves the file,
shows it to me.
Integrity policy #1 )
My computer tells me that
Frank was the source.
A modern browser tries
to enforce this policy.
But browser is a massive TCB,
very expensive to check,
full of critical bugs.
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Web browsing
Frank posts news-20140710
on his web server.
My browser retrieves the file,
shows it to me.
Integrity policy #1 )
My computer tells me that
Frank was the source.
A modern browser tries
to enforce this policy.
But browser is a massive TCB,
very expensive to check,
full of critical bugs.

What if I instead
give Frank a file-upload
account on my computer?

Frank logs in,
stores a file news-20140710
I start a process
that looks at the file.
If OS tracks sources
then it tells me that
Frank was the source.

Web browsing
Frank posts news-20140710
on his web server.
My browser retrieves the file,
shows it to me.
Integrity policy #1 )
My computer tells me that
Frank was the source.
A modern browser tries
to enforce this policy.
But browser is a massive TCB,
very expensive to check,
full of critical bugs.

What if I instead
give Frank a file-upload
account on my computer?
Frank logs in,
stores a file news-20140710.
I start a process
that looks at the file.
If OS tracks sources
then it tells me that
Frank was the source.
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What if I instead
give Frank a file-upload
account on my computer?
Frank logs in,
stores a file news-20140710.
I start a process
that looks at the file.
If OS tracks sources
then it tells me that
Frank was the source.
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What if I instead
give Frank a file-upload
account on my computer?
Frank logs in,
stores a file news-20140710.
I start a process
that looks at the file.
If OS tracks sources
then it tells me that
Frank was the source.

Why should this be manual?

Browser creates process
that downloads news-20140
from Frank’s web server.

(“Creating a process is slow.
—Oh, shut up already.)
OS automatically
adds URL as a source
for the process.
Process shows me the file.
OS tells me the URL.

What if I instead
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Frank logs in,
stores a file news-20140710.
I start a process
that looks at the file.
If OS tracks sources
then it tells me that
Frank was the source.
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Why should this be manual?

Closing thoughts

Browser creates process
that downloads news-20140710
from Frank’s web server.

Is the community
even trying to build
a software system
with a small TCB
that enforces integrity policy

(“Creating a process is slow.”
—Oh, shut up already.)
OS automatically
adds URL as a source
for the process.
Process shows me the file.
OS tells me the URL.

If software security is a failur
does this mean that
security is impossible,
or does it mean that
the community isn’t trying?

Why should this be manual?

Closing thoughts

Browser creates process
that downloads news-20140710
from Frank’s web server.

Is the community
even trying to build
a software system
with a small TCB
that enforces integrity policy #1?

(“Creating a process is slow.”
—Oh, shut up already.)
OS automatically
adds URL as a source
for the process.
Process shows me the file.
OS tells me the URL.

If software security is a failure,
does this mean that
security is impossible,
or does it mean that
the community isn’t trying?

